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Thread" is the eighteenth
episode of the second season of

the American science fiction
television series Star Trek.

Written by Leonard Graves and
directed by Byron Haskin, it first

aired on October 11, 1969. In
the episode, a group of Talosian

giants in a laboratory are
exposed to phaser radiation,

accidentally reversing the
effects of the radiation, while a
woman trapped on the planet

with them is astonished to
encounter Captain Kirk and

Spock. It was the first episode of
the series to be broadcast after

the debut of the original Star
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Trek series, which ran from
1966 to 1969. It marked the
return of Leonard Nimoy as

Spock, after his prior role in the
original series. Plot A group of

scientists aboard the Enterprise
are monitoring planet Talos IV,
observing a type of lightning.

The ship's science officer,
Spock, notices that none of the
creatures on the planet appear

to be reacting to the bolts of
lightning, despite being exposed
to the same form of radiation as
the humans who are conducting

the study. However, when an
electrical storm suddenly
erupts, the lightening is
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supercharged and kills the lab
personnel conducting the study.

The scientists attempt to
reverse the effects of the

radiation, performing several
different experiments. Spock,

Kirk, and Dr. McCoy fail to
produce the results they had
been expecting, but the duo's
efforts are marred when the

crew are called to the recreation
room, where Spock, McCoy, and

a Talosian have been playing
chess. McCoy accidentally

knocks Spock's mate onto the
table, and Kirk attempts to

defuse the situation by playing
his game with the Talosian,
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much to Spock's annoyance.
Meanwhile, the female lab

worker, Charin, is astonished to
find Kirk and Spock sitting at a

chess table and is unable to
fathom why. Production This
episode was the first to be

produced following the debut of
the original Star Trek series. The

first script, 6d1f23a050
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